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Timeline

2014: Training for authorities, inspector for WHO, 
rumours about reinjected PK profiles under false subject 
ID often with interim analysis, sometimes with T and R 
swapped. This would make a BE study pass regardless 
of how badly matching the formulations are. Cannot be 
detected on site by inspectors.

2014/15: Started writing Buster and SaToWIB, software 
which detects the pattern that this practice will leave.

2015-2020: Software became popular with EU authorities 

for screening purposes.









Publication after intense 
discussions with regulators



The idea, SaToWIB (actual fraud case)





Linear regression on concentrations
Note: Slope indicates the dilution (ratio),

1-r2 indicates the degree of match



SaToWIB in a nutshell

1. Compare all PK-profiles against each other

2. Use a comparison score such as linear 
regression (1-r2) or method 32 (see EJPS)

3. Sort the list so that best matches come first.

4. Voilá – there’s your list of best candidates of 
reinjected profiles.

5. Inspect, judge, graph, form an opinion.



The sorted list

Threshold?

Validation?



Buster

If there is interim analysis, followed by profile reinjection to 
“correct” a deviant point estimate then there may be a trend in 

e.g. the cumulative CI.

Note: 
Chronology



And there will be signals in 
residuals, T or R levels etc.





But one big issue is

When  is a trend in Buster significant?

When is a match in SaToWIB significant?

Bear in mind the bioanalytical A+P varies from 
CRO to CRO, and within and between runs, and 

may vary with concentration.

Tried to initiate collaborations with regulators, but 
got no answers. 



Two months ago

360 pages 
of pure 

nightmare



Some companies book new slots for repeat trials.

Some companies do nothing.

Some companies use Buster/SaToWIB analyses 
to argue absence/presence of overlapping 

profiles. 



All this can be detected prior to submission.
So why didn’t we learn the lesson?

Monitoring (clinical) is mandatory and everybody 
seems to be monitoring dosing. But why not do a 

check on PK data prior to submission?

cLEAN? Not mandatory = not done.



Flow in BE, common themes
Local variations exist
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Oversight … where?
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Sponsor oversight now 

(monitoring)

Where the problems truly (also) are… just do it!



Bioanalytical data = result tables



Screening proposal

1. Process chromatographic data: Assess run 
pass criteria, standard curve, re-calculation of PK 
values by subject, period, time.
= A list of concentrations by subject, time, 
period.

2. Verify concentrations against reported 
concentrations.

3. Verify NCA (Cmax and AUC by subject, period, 
treatment, sequence)

4. Run Buster and SaToWIB.



Outcomes, examples

1. No Buster trends, no profiles matches.

2. Clear Buster profiles, pairwise SaToWIB 
matches with T and R swapped = “The switch”.

3. No Buster trends but occasional (few) SaToWIB 
matches.

Ad 3: Remove the (last) duplicates and re-run 
stats to decide if the study justifies a repeat trial.



New flavours of trouble

Needs no randomisation code: Switch T and R for 
half the subjects at random. A very high probability 
of success as the expected PE is 1. You will see 

an elevated MSE (CV) as compared to non-
manipulates studies (but you have nothing to 

compare with). SaToWIB and Buster will be clean.



New flavours of trouble

Re-use profiles across studies for different 
sponsors. Especially straightforward when the 

number of samples per period is the same.

SaToWIB and Buster are clean.

I have unfortunately seen this happen!

Sponsors will not realise it.

Screening for this may require centralised trial 
data repositories (agencies!). 



Concluding remarks
I heard this all too often:

“It is unacceptable to cheat.”

“Regardless of how much we regulate there will always 
be cheaters.”

It is a recurring issue. Waiting for guidance that will make 
the issues go away is a problem, not a solution.

“Insanity is doing the same thing over and over, but 
expecting a different result.” (Attributed to A. Einstein)

Options exist for the industry. Screening with Buster / 
SaToWIB-esque tools is not difficult. Give me a good 

reason not to do it. 



Thank you.

Thanks to: Olivier Le Blaye, 
Stephanie Croft, Helmut Schütz, 
Isabella Berger and many others.

Please get in touch.

anfu@fuglsangpharma.com
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